
HOST RALLY 2024 WORKSHOPS 

   
 

ROTATION 1 – 11:15am – 12:15pm 
 
All I Do is WIN: A Registration Walkthrough 
Suggested for Scholarship Coordinators 
New to WIN or in need of a refresher? Come join our Customer Experience Team as they walk 
through WinShape Camps’ registration website (WIN). Together, we will walk through a parent’s 
view of the registration process, introduce you to your Host Dashboard, and pull registration 
reports.  
 
Catering with the Cows: Strategic Partnership with CFA Explained 
Suggested for Marketing/CFA Coordinators 
The partnership between Chick-fil-A and WinShape regularly demonstrates how tremendous 
impact is possible when efforts are combined. In this workshop, you'll hear from a panel of 
seasoned Hosts and Chick-fil-A representatives as they reflect on what it looks like to initiate a 
partnership, honoring the business, and more.   
 
Empowering Volunteers to Engage & Commit 
Suggested for Volunteer Coordinators 
Volunteers are a key part of impactful ministry, but they certainly can be hard to come by! We 
believe camp can be a catalyst for volunteer involvement in your church community, but it does 
not stop there. Listen in as a panel of church leaders discusses practical ways to engage, equip, 
and encourage your volunteers.   
 
 
The Wonder Chronicles: A Deep Read into the Storybook of Next Summer 
Suggested for Camp Hosts 
Explore the highly-anticipated theme for summer 2024, The Wonder Chronicles! Learn about the 
creative process behind this theme and how this story influences our everyday lives. You'll also 
see a few sneak peeks of new content and leave with some easy and fun ideas to help build 
excitement for next summer in your community.  
 
Building Trust and Understanding: Exploring through LEGO® SERIOUS PLAY® 
Recommended for Anyone  
Join the journey of exploration with LEGO® SERIOUS PLAY®, where you'll have the opportunity to 
gain self-awareness through the Johari Window. In this session, use kinetic learning methods to 
strengthen the dynamics you want to see on your team and get practical developmental tools 
through LEGO®. 
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ROTATION 2 – 1:30pm – 2:30pm 
 
WINner, WINner, Software Dinner: The Full Course Meal on WinShape's System 
Suggested for Scholarship Coordinators 
Hear from our WIN experts and learn how to use WIN to effectively set, manage, and achieve your 
team's scholarship goals! In addition, utilize the group registration feature to impact your 
community like never before. This workshop is sure to set you up for success. 
 
 
The Essential Collection: All-Inclusive Discussion of Effective Camp Marketing    
Suggested for Marketing/CFA Coordinators 
Marketing camp in your community can be intimidating. That’s where our WinShape Camps 
Marketing Team wants to help! In this session, we will cover the basics of the WinShape Camps 
brand, unpack the marketing resources we provide to help you, and lay out steps you can take to 
get the word out about camp in your community. 
 
 
The Purpose in His Provision: Practical Steps for Daily Living in God's Promise 
Recommended for Anyone 
God provides His presence to be with us in all circumstances, yet that knowledge can lose its 
luster in the exhaustion of running on empty. Join us for a practical session on how to apply God's 
word to the daily moments of life where God's provision reaches us even in our lowest moments. 
 
 
The Wonder Chronicles: A Deep Read into the Storybook of Next Summer 
Suggested for Camp Hosts 
Explore the highly anticipated theme for summer 2024, The Wonder Chronicles! Learn about the 
creative process behind this theme and how this story influences our everyday lives. You'll also 
see a few sneak peeks of new content and leave with some easy and fun ideas to help build 
excitement for next summer in your community.  
 
Building Trust and Understanding: Exploring through LEGO® SERIOUS PLAY® 
Recommended for Anyone  
Join the journey of exploration with LEGO® SERIOUS PLAY®, where you'll have the opportunity to 
gain self-awareness through the Johari Window. In this session, use kinetic learning methods to 
strengthen the dynamics you want to see on your team and get practical developmental tools 
through LEGO®. 
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ROTATION 3 – 2:45pm – 3:45pm 
 
WIN There, Done That: Getting Questions Answered & Set Up Accomplished 
Suggested for Scholarship Coordinators 
Use this time to get answers to specific questions you have regarding WIN, collaborate with our 
team to troubleshoot or problem-solve an issue you're having, or find a quiet place to dive into 
your WIN account and get things done.  
 
 
In Hot Pursuit: Effective Post-Camp Community Engagement 
Suggested for Camp Hosts 
While we consider camp to be the best week ever, the other 51 weeks (about 11 and a half months) 
of the year are truly what matters in your community! You won't want to miss out on exciting 
updates to follow-up content, as well as practical tools to appropriately and effectively connect 
with your campers post-camp.   
 
Navigating the New Process for Middle School Volunteers at Camp 
Suggested for Volunteer Coordinators 
Middle school students are finding their place in life, so it’s no surprise they’re doing the same at 
camp. If you'd like to thoughtfully include middle schoolers in your program, this session will leave 
you with clear action steps to determine where middle schoolers fit into WinShape Camps in your 
community.     
 
Keys to Building & Stewarding Community Partnerships 
Suggested for Marketing/CFA Coordinators 
Forging new partnerships in your community is part of the call of the local church. In conversation, 
this panel will explore the importance of inviting people, organizations, and businesses to be on 
mission with you. Link arms with like-minded partners to increase engagement and deepen the 
impact camp can make in your community. 
 
Building Trust and Understanding: Exploring through LEGO® SERIOUS PLAY® 
Recommended for Anyone  
Join the journey of exploration with LEGO® SERIOUS PLAY®, where you'll have the opportunity to 
gain self-awareness through the Johari Window. In this session, use kinetic learning methods to 
strengthen the dynamics you want to see on your team and get practical developmental tools 
through LEGO®. 
 

 


